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Speaking of Field Day reminds us that there is going to
he a marvelously glorious time on the fifth of June. That
ever hilarious game of baseball between the faculty and
students promises to be a closer score this year. The bas
ket ball game by the girls will be a new feature that will
not fail to attract interest. The probability of the comple
tion of the track by that time has offered a new incentive
for racing. We had a very encouraging showing last year
in the matter of shot putting, jumping, vaulting, etc., and
the outlook is much more gratifying for this year. We will
have a record before very long.
After the holidays so much time had been lost in the
process of getting out the January number of the Kaimin
that the issues have been late ever since, and as a result
the February Kaimin came out in March. The board has
deemed it best to drop theMarch issue, calling this one
the April number, and making up for the March number
in the Commencement issue which will be twice the size
of the usual monthly installment. And apropos of the Com
mencement number, we would like to ask now for contri
butions to it. We want the issue to be a peculiarly inter
esting and unique one, and would be most pleased to re
ceive some clever articles, voluntarily contributed.
The president broached a subject in chapel recently
that should receive the attention it deserves. That is the
matter of college songs. We have been peculiarly derelict
in the way of originating songs and literature that are
purely local. It is time some of our budding geniuses in
parody or our embryonic poets, were giving some substan
tial evidence of their powers. Spring is here and it is
time to come out of our chrysalises and try our songs. The
Kaimin is eager to give space to any lofty, inspiring re
frains that may have been slumbering iri the breasts of the
before mentioned geniuses. If we were only as enthuslasastic in literary lines as we are in athletics, what a Uto
pian state of affairs would exist!
If Governor Toole’s right ear failed to burn March 16th,
It la an Incontrovertible argument against mental telepa
thy. The name of Toole was shouted from one end of Mis

soula to the other. The action of the governor was the
one topic of conversation on every street corner and In
every home. The enthusiastic eulogies of the college yells
were the audible sentiments of every citizen of Missoula.
The signing of the bond bill, providing for $70,000 worth of
new buildings, had realized the anxious hopes of every cit
izen in the state who has any interest in the University.
The name of Toole will go down through the generations
of 'Varsity students as personifying all that is worthy of
honor, and each year will add to the glory of the man who
bears it.
The members of the class of ’01 have sent for their caps
and gowns, and expect to receive them about the middle of
this month. Then the graceful folds of the dignified rai
ment may be seen in the halls more frequently than here
tofore. In other words the class of '01 is brave enough to
attempt to set a fashion, to establish a custom. We see no
reason why the caps and gowns should not be worn more
by the seniors, than merely during commencement week.
In mose colleges where they are worn at all, they are seen
throughout the whole year. They give an air of distinc
tion to the University, they designate who are the seniors,
and they contribute to the dignity of the stu/ents. Why
should the custom of wearing them be restricted to Com
mencement week? If we adopt them for one week, why
not for forty?
The University of Montana owes a special debt of grat
itude to three legislative assemblies—the third, fifth and
seventh. To the third is due the credit of creating it, of
making it a tangible reality. The fifth assembly granted
an appropriation of $100,000 for new buildings, at a very
critical time in University affairs. The seventh legislature
provided $70,000 for two more buildings at a period when
its refusal would have been disastrous to the future of the
institution. It la a question which body deserves the most
credit. The establishment of a state institution of higher
education was an epoch in the history of the state, but the
success of the project was dependent upon appropriations
for its maintenance, and the University had grown too
large for its baby cradle. New apartments must be had or
the University would retrograde. At the critical moment
the legislature came to the rescue. A third time new quar
ters became in demand, but this time it was not to shelter
the institution, but the students who attended it No dor
mitory next year would mean a falling off in the attend
ance, a loss of interest in the University and a vain expen
diture of a vast amount of energy on the part of officials.
Once more the seventh legislative body threw out the life
line to the tune of $70,000. That’s the explanation for the
hand phakidg, the .sheering,, the howling that has been so
in evidence the past month. That is why interest has re
awakened everywhere, and that is the stimulus that ef
fected the student contribution of $127 at a recent chapel
exercise, for the necessary paraphernalia for Field Day
sports. Who says Montana people don’t know what to do
with money?
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DEATH IN ITS RELATION TO EVOLUTION.

Modern biology has been instrumental in stimulating
interest in many questions of deep interest and signifi
cance. o its researches is due the widespread Interest
which has been aroused in attempting to secure a scien
tific explanation of the nature of life and the manner of
its origin. In this connection most earnest search has been
carried on to secure facts upon which to ground a firm
and sure definition of what life really is and to gain >»ome
exact information as to how and through what agency it
appears in nature. The deeper however the investigation
has gone the more subtle has become the problem, and
now it is scarcely hoped that living man shall ever be per
mitted to become fully acquainted with the hidden secret.
It is now generally admitted that back of all there has
been and is, some all wise Intelligence, the source of all
life which has guided its onward course from the begin*
ning.
In close relation with this subject of the nature and
origin of life is the equally subtle and mysterious prob
lem of death. The consideration of this in a scientific
way has had a more recent beginning than the study in
connection with life. It is however scarcely less inter
esting.
What is death? When and how did death enter na
ture's realm and what was its mission and significance?
These are the questions which have been propounded and
these are the things which men have striven to explain.
Speculations with regard to death have occupied the
minds of philosophers since ancient days, but a scientific
research with regard to it is of comparatively recent vigin. As it has been philosophers and theologians who
have been chiefly interested in this question it has been
discussed almost wholly with regard to its relation to man.
What they sought most to determine was not as to the na:
ture of death itself, but as to its significance with regard
to the existence of man’s soul. Thus the question was
one rather of philosophy and religion than of science.
But the question which science deals with is the sig
nificance of death as it occurs in all nature and not only
as it affects man.
What we shall attempt to discuss is the significance
of death in nature in the light of modern biological re
search and especially from the standpoint of the theory
of evolution. In order to discuss the question in this
light we must first presuppose the theory of evolution.
We must assume that all nature as it now is, is the result
of ages of growth and development of higher forms of life
from lower, of complex organisms from simple.
Granting also that there has been some intelligent pur
pose running through all of this transformation will aid
in a better understanding of the question. We know as a
fact that the tendency has been to produce more perfect
forms from those less perfect and we may thus look upon
this purpose as perfection in some form or other. Having
this for a starting point and as a foundation what can we
say with regard to the office of death in bringing about
this unfolding of nature to produce ever more varied and
perfect form?
Several noted scientists, prominent among whom were
Wleissman and Maupas carried on extensive researches
with the aim of determining whether death has been an
attribute to all living things from the beginning or wheth
er there exist or have have existed forms which were not
subject to it. Though there have been considerable dis
pute as to what interpretation should be put upon some
of the facts discovered in connection with these experi

ments, it is generally conceded that the evidence points
to the conclusion that the lowest unicellular organisms
are potentially immortal. That is under perfect condi
tions no natural death would occur among them.
Maupascarried on his experiments with Stylonichiae,
infusovians which are relatively high in the scale of uni
cellular life. He found that if these were deprived of the
oportunity to undergo rejuvenesence by conjugation that
they would in the course of many generations become
dwarfed, stunted, and inactive and would finally succumb
to a natural death, or as he expressed it would die of “se
nile decay.” Basing his arguments upon this fact he main
tained that protozoa were not potentially immortal. The
point has been made however that when they were de
prived of an opportunity to conjugate they were deprived
of a factor which was very necessary in making up their
“normal conditions.” And that therefore Maupas did not
prove that protozoa were potentially immortal. Thus it
seems at present at least very procable that the lowest one
celled forms are not subject to natural death.
If this is true and if, as we assume, these protozoa are
types representative of the earliest existing organisms,
from which all higher ones have been evolved, then death
did not appear simultaneously with life. It was a later in
novation. The question then arises, why was death inter
posed, how was it that living things originally came to
die? It may be supposed that when life first began upon
earth the conditions were very favorable. That is if we
suppose that unicellular forms were the first living things,
that requirements necessary to maintain them were abun
dant. This would require that the earth was moist and
the climate mild. They lived a most free and luxurious
life, merely absorbing their required nutriment from the
elements, reproducing and multiplying by simply dividing
into two individuals when growth made it necessary or
advantageous.
All records seem to show that life at all times has been
more or less perfectly adapted to its surroundings. And
that when the environment has changed, life has by some
force or unknown law also changed to conform with it.
In this way an explanation is had of why forms appeared
later which were higher than the primitive protozoan
Gradually differentiation took place in the simple cell and
various parts of it were set aside to perform their special
functions. Still, however, even in the higher protozoan
simple division is the prevailing mode of reproduction al
though a simple form of conjugation has appeared. Above
this form the next in advance is the aggregation ofl many
protozoans to form a colony or complex individual; and it
is here that natural death in the sense that it is Later un
derstood first makes its appearance.
The appearance Of these aggregations of cells is con
sidered as a step in advance and their formation was a
move toward more perfect organization. One of the pro
nounced new features about them is the appearance of
cells especially set apart to perform the office of repro
duction. These occupy positions within the colony and
are nourished and protected by the many other cells.
Thus it is a partnership formed to more economically pro
vide for the continuation of the species.
As the reproductive function of these special cells be
came perfected, it was lost to the remaining cells of the
colony. They became the guards and nourishers of the
more highly favored few. They made up the body which
cared for the now more vital and necessary part of the col
ony. Within these reproductive cells lay the fate of the
species, and it was the prime essential that they should be
properly cared for and preserved. In performing their
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Allotted task the ‘body cells” became worn out and being
unable to reproduce themselves died. The colony had
paid its price for the body and the price was death. Prom
this, however, had sprung a colony of young ai|d vigorous
cells which was to enter existence with the added expe
rience of the parent cells.
Therefore what was the loss of the old colony was the
gain of the new. The work of death had been a beneficial
one. The old and worn out and useless had through its
(death’s) agency given place to the fresh and vigorous.
The same tale is repeated through all of the succeeding
forms of life. The body grows, nourishes the reproduc
tive elements until fertilization takes place and new life
thus begins. The body becomes worn out, deteriorates
and dies. But looked at in the proper light death’s func
tion is a gracious one. Through it new life is made possi
ble and improvement is made inevitable. Without this
endless replacing of old forms by new in the light of evo
lution no such wonderful, though time consuming advance
in the character of living forms as has taken place could
have been possible. Old forms which had become settled
in their character were unsuited for adaptation to new
conditions. Nature had need of young and plastic forms
upon which to work. So sex and death were brought into
her service, to accomplish the removal of the old and the
formation of the new.
B. S.

An’ the next day Sally Ann an’ me skun every blasted
“CALIGULA” WOOD.

duck of 'em, B’ gosh!”

WORDSWORTH.

In order to apreciate an author in the fullest sense, and
in order to be able to pass a just criticism upon him, it is
necessary, as it were, to live the life he lived, to be placed
in the same existing circumstances under which he lived,
to see things in the same light, and from the same point
of view. Otherwise their faults and Inconsistencies are
apt to stand out in bold relief and thereby overshadow
and throw into the back ground the aim and real mean
ing of the author and th* real worth of the poem is lost'.
Wordsworth, however, although not appreciated, or
even understood at his time, or on account of his new the
ory, is, today considered a great author and his works are
standard works.
Wordsworth,with his contemporaries,Coleridge,Southey,
Keats and Byron composed the Lake school poets, a name
which the critics at that time dubbed those authors who
sought poetical inspiration in the simplicity of nature
rather than in the works of their predecessors and fash
ion of today.
After leaving Cambridge, Wordsworth thought some
of entering the ministry, but deeming himself not good
enough for the church went to France during the heat of
the revolution. Returning to Englandhe settled in the Lake
“UNIVERSITY. DEMONSTRATIONS.”
country with his sister. His sister proved u> be a great
strength and help to Wordsworth. To the solidity, sense,
My old woman an’ me went to town 'tother day to get and strong intelligence of her brother, she added a grace,
a settin’ of duck aigs—we not havin’ none of our own rais warmth and liveliness peculiarly her own. In his poems
in’—an’ jest as we wuz a pullin’ out of town we heard the and letters Wordsworth is loud in his praise and admira
dumdest racket cummin’ down the street; an' then a big tion of her.
Wordsworth is the poet of nature and man. He saw
string of folks hove into view around th’ corner, an’ we
nature truly, he saw her as she is, and with his own eyes,
realized th’ noise was a proceedin’ from them.
Wall, I drove up by th’ walkin’ place to one side of th' He is pronounced by critics to be the keenest eyed of all
modern poets for the hidden beauty and essentials In na
rode, an’ axed of a feller standin’ there what that wuz.
Sez ee, “Its University demonstrations.” An’ I must ture. His poems certainly bear mark of the result of di
admit my curiosity wuz aroused; by gum! I’d never saw a rect observation and not the copying of literary phrase.
University afore, an’ 'neither had Sally Ann, my wife. Communion with nature was to Wordsworth’s mind, the
However, I had allers thunk that a University wuz a build- doctrine of the school of duty.
The simplest happenings of everyday life, thoughts and
in’ where folks sent their gals an’ boys to git an edecation,
but it seemed I wuz fooled, an’ I wuzn’t a goin’ to show feelings common to mankind did not escape his eye. In
simple language he pictures them in a way so beautiful
my ignorance then; so I sez, sez I:
and so attractive that no one can help being thoroughly
“It looks more like an insane asylum to me.”
Wail, that there University went a chasin’ around them convinced of his genius and great mind. The following
streets like mad, an’ by th’ time it had came around to passage, “To me the meanest flower that blows can give
our side of th’ rode, my plugs wuz pritty much worked up, thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears,” truly reveals
an’ it only took a word from me to send 'em on the way the man. His high argument waa to shape a paradise from
the common produce of the common day. He wanted and
home.
Bally Ann an’ me kind of wondered what th’ Univer had no teachers nor inspirers save nature and solitude.
On account of his new theory, Wordsworth was not
sity wuz tryin’ to demonstrate, but give up desparin’, an’
instid, contemplated th’ change that had took place in well received by the people, hs readers were slow to ap
preciate his genius or accept his views. Indeed' while
school since we wuz young.
Wall, in th’ coars.of time, them afore spoke duck aigs Scott aud Byron were receiving thousands of pounds
hatched, an’ they wuz th’ durned cutest animals you ever Wordsworth received nothing, but later the tide turned
seen. Finally one day, arter they bad growed old enough and between eighteen hundred thirty and eighteen hun
to be let into water, my Sally Ann an’ me turned ’em dred forty the current turned in Wordsworth’s direction.
loose, an’ went to watch ’em take a swim in th’ krick. If On receiving the Doctor’s degree in eighteen hundred
you’d believe it, them gol durned ducks, jest as soon as thirty-nine he was proclaimed hero of the day.
Wordsworth's exact position as a poet has been a ques
they seen th' krick, made a rush an’ begun to holler jest
like that University we heared in town; an’ I sez to Sally tion for much discussion among the critics. Coleridge did
not hesitate to place him the nearest of all modern wri
Ann, sez I:
“Jumpin’ Jehpsephat!” sez I, “Sally Ann, them gol ters to Shakespeare and Milton yet' in a class pecufounded ducks have ketched onto the University demon liary his own. While unequal to. Shelly in ly
stration, an' I'll not have ’em on this ranch for any ric quality, to Coleridge in imagination, to Burns in ten
derness and warmth and that humor which is so nearly
money!”
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akin to pathos, to Byron in vividness and energy, the trait
that really places Wordsworth ahead of these great poets
is his direct appeal to will and conduct as well as Ms
sympathy with every phase of human life.
The nature of the poet is revealed in his poems. They
are filled with his view of life, his philosophy, and through
his poems one feels a close relationship with the author.
His poems are also filled with wholesome thoughts
which have passed into memory gems. His “Ode on Inti
mations of Immortality” is considered one of his best
poems and it displays a great deal of his philosophy. The
“Ode to the Skylark” is especially beautiful because in his
poem he compares the discouragements and cares of hu
man life to the joyousness and freedom of the bird, and
also from what a different point of view a child sees na
ture compared to a man. He believes a child is nearer
God and therefore is better able to see and understand na
ture and thus he says “the child is father of the man.”
THE GENIUS OF ROBERT BURNS.

The life and conditions of the Scottish peasantry was
many people either vaguely outlined as a miserable round
of poverty and toil or ignored as unworthy of notie
There was needed a man of genius to act as exponent of
the virtues and vices, passion and pleasures of their
lives, since in no other way could they be shown in a
true light. Robert Burns was this genius.
Born in a clay hut among the Ayreshire wilds of Scot
land ir 1759, he wielded an enormous influence over
Scottish poetry. Before his advent the literature was
dull and lifeless, imitative and artificial. He brought into
it the natural expression of emotion which had not been
given free play since the Restoration. He rescued imag
inative literature from its superstitious character and
enlightened the minds of the people by banishing their
delusive fears.
To* accomplish so much would seem to require a
strong will and stern resolution, as well as educational
adavntages, but Burns hand none of these, his only
strength lay in his genius. The genius of Burns was not
to be crushed by obstacles; it was rather increased and
fully developed by them. Extreme poverty, hard work,
worry and trouble assailed him from his earliest recol
lection. These experiences made him the people’s poet,
feeling and interpreting in verse all the longings and im
pulses of the poor. The popularity of Burns and the
warm personal friendship felt for the man by so many of
his readers can be accounted for in the magnetic power
of his genius. The range of his power was not wide; he
could voice the passion of war, passion of convivialty,
and in the highest degree, passion of love. These fires
had burned his very soul and though they made the poet,
they destroyed the man.
Burns was not deeply philosophical, argumentative or
meditative, but he could convey the charm of simple
thought and poetical expression to the common intelli
gence, and in this he had no equal.
Being a man of sensation, not of reflection, the limits
are clearly marked, beyond which he is reasonable but
not deep or impressive. In his own range he has soared
to those heights which no other has reached. Burns was
naturally free of all restriction of models or rules. His
only inheritance in tha way of literature was the works
of Ramsey and Ferguson and old Scottish ballads and
folk Bongs. These were his daily companions; as he fol
lowed the plow he hummed over and over all these songs
until they became a part of him,

He was essentially a folk poet, the only poet of the
first class who took material already existing and shaped
it over by giving it his own character and expressing
commonplmje things in a pleasing way.
Burn’s work is divided into three classes: The first
class is his songs and poems in Scotch which raise him to
the highest rank as a song writer. These were written
when he was in the spring of his life with no forms or
laws of well bred language to impair his genius. He
drew his poetic theme from the primary affections and
relations of life which can never grow old while man’s
nature remains unchanged. No training could have bet
ter prepared him for this outburst of national song than
his own uneducated, uncultured life in close communion
Then in accordance with a natural desire for the
knowledge of great men of other times, he gained an acquaintace with general literature and, impelled by unfair
criticism of his contemporaries, he wrote some verses in
conventional English. These verses, though esteemed by
the people of his time are written with too apparent an
effort and do not spring from the heart. They are of
some little value but cannot approach those sontaneous
gushes of passion when he spoke in the natural Scottish
tongue.
The third class comprises his prose in the form of
letters. They are highly esteemed as clews to his mind
and sentiments, and they furnish valuable material for
his biographers, who claim that, if the stream of his life
turned in that direction, he might have made a prose
writer of considerable merit. In his songs, then, Burns’
genius reaches its climax. In his love songs we see the
elements of Elizabethan poetry but there is greater
truth of natural feeling. Burns well deserves to be called
the greatest of song writers.
The defects in the character of Robert Burns are re
gretted, but not denied by his friends, and form the only
vulnerable point of attack for his enem^o. However, a
man of his disposition is an object of pity rather than of
censure. Sensitiveness, intellectual force, keen sense of
right and wrong, compassion and humanity were contin
ually clashing against his passions and desires with only
a weak will to separate them. At the age of 37, Burns
gave up the struggle, and with remorse for his mistakes,
left as an atonement, a monument of literature whose
value is enhanced by time.
PEARL SCOTT.
SOME REFLECTIONS ON A MORNING WALK.

One frosty morning in midwinter I set out from home
on my walk to the school which stands at some distance
from the city. As I left the streets behind me and start
ed across the open field, a fog which had been hanging
over the river suddenly enveloped me in its murky folds
and hid from view the entire scene. The surrounding
hills disappared, the city was no longer visible, the col
lege buildings with their background' of mountain and
canyon were lost to view, the whole world around me
and the heavens above me were shut out from my sight,
and we were, alone together, the fog and I.
As I bcame more accustomed to the strange light, I
could discern in the dim Qistance ghostlike forms, some
preceding me, some following after, but all moving to
ward the same goal. Some, urged by impending duties,
rushed by me as if pursued by an avenging angel. Oth
ers moved more slowly, being confident of success or
indifferent to the consequences of failure. Yet hasten
ing or loitering, their faces were all set In the same direc
tion. Out of the obscurity behind, they passed on into
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the obscurity ahead, with nothing to guide them but the
path at their feet. Yet they went steadily on in full con*
fidence that they would reach the end which was as yet
unseen.
As we proceeded, the fog grew strangely luminous,
the range of our vision increased, and presently the sun
peeped through the canyon windows and the spectral fog,
shrinking from his sight, gathered her drapery about her
and prepared for flight. A moment more and the glow*
ing face of the sun appeared over the mountain top and
th whole scene was flooded with his light.
Far down the valley the fugitive fog was pursued by
the morning wind and just ahead clear and distinct, stood
the college buildings and the snow crowned hill radiant
with the light of a perfect day.
How much, I thought, is this like the journey of life!
In our early days when we are surrounded by frineds
and home influences, trouble and danger seem far away.
Yet the time soon comes when we can depend no longer
on the protection of home or the care of friends, but
must rely on our own resources and start out alone over
the field of experience. Now the fogs of doubt and per
plexity encompass us. A misty veil shuts out the troubled
present from the peaceful childhood we have left and the
glorious future for which we long. Familiar land marks
cannot be recognized, we are no longer sure of the world
around us or the heaven above us.
Only one thing is certain; that is Lhe all pervading
presence of this fog of perplexity which clothes the past
with unreality, the future with mystery- We are alone
with ourselves, alone with our conscinece. Yet; at our
feet lies the plain path of duty and the light from above
is always strong enough to make it visible even in the
thickest fog. Happy we, if our faith shall lead us to fol
low that path when we cannot see the termination.
Yet each must walk alone. Our dearest friends can
not fathom the depths of our personal experience. The
veil of our inner consciousness cannot be thrust aside by
human hand. The temple of the heart is a sacred edifice,
and into its Holy of Holies none may enter save tihe
High Priest alone.
As we follow on in the patn of duty the way becomes
clearer, the fog grows luminous with the hint of coming
splendor, our doubts and difficulties grow less, and suc
cess appears more certain. Soon the light of truth
streams through the windows of our soul and our spec
tral fears flee from its presence. The purposes of life
are now revealed, the end to be sought iB plainly mani
fest, and the heights beyond stand bright and clear,
crawned with the glory of heaven’s own light.
CHARACTER IN THE EARLY ENGLISH POEMS.

In reading the work of any author, we are unconscious
ly, perhaps, imbued with the ideas and sentiments and
personality of either the author or some of his characters.
We receive an impression of the customs of the time
which the work represents, and, if the book is of any lit
erary value we are carried back and live for a time among
the men and women of the story; or if the tale is very
real and -enthralling we even, for a time, cement ourselves
Into Borne character which is especially Interesting and
share his thoughts and feelings.
>In this way we recover from literature a knowledge of
how men felt and lived many centuries ago.
Constitutions and histories give us a crude and super
ficial intelligence of that vital element of the past, the
sentiments and spirit of a people. A peom gives more
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real knowledge to one who can interpret it and read the
characters back of it For this reason the early English
poems are valuable to historian and student of character.
They are supposed to have been written mostly by
wandering singers or minstrels, who through their travels
were best fitted to relate all the eisodes of Teutonic life
on the continent as well as in Britain. These poems give
us a vivid picture of -the habits of our own people from
the sixth century.
The characters are portrayed with such consistency
and honest conviction that we can only admire the sturdy
northern races of which they are a type.
The men in Widsith are loyal to duty and they fight
till the last for wife and children; they are of a roving
disposition and fond of adventure.
The Lament of Deor is filled with regret for pleasures
that are past. The stern and inflexible will of the North
men is shown in his determination to endure the grief
and come through it bravely as others have done before.
The yearning and melancholy mood is perfectly repre
sented.
Of all the old English characters, the grandest is
shown in Beowulf. He is a perfect type of a hero. Al
though marked for his boastfulness, he never overrates
himself; his deeds confirm his words. He is faithful to
his prince, to his people, and to his own convictions of
duty. Through generosity he risks himself for his fellowmen in a strange land, in his later life he carries on this
unselfish example and he dies, thinking only of the wel
fare of his people.
While the deeds of Bevowulf compel admiration, the
reader is drawn still nearer to him through pity for his
loneliness. He is solitary not only as the last of his fam
ily, but also through his great strength which places a
barrier between him and other men. Notwithstanding his
enormous power he is patient and mild toward men and
gentle and grave toward women, guarding his honor care
fully, for he held that.
“Death is better far
For whatever warrior than a life of shame.”
Beowulf represents the ideal hero and man of Eng
lish even before they left the continent. He was their
highest conception of a king and governor, a defender and
law maker, a wise and prudent politician and a gentle but
terrible warrior.
Women held an honorable position in early English
literature. They are not only respected and loved, but
are looked up to with reverence and their opinions are val
ued.
They are fine, strong women, holding marriage and
motherhood above all other ties, and associating with
men at banquets where they gracefully perform the cour
tesies of hostess, serve the men, give gifts and bestow
praise.
They have equal rights with men, inherit, poBess, be
queath and train their sons to grow into noble warriors.
Women in northern poetry are called “peace-weavers”
because they are often given in marriage in order to
weave the threads of peace and friendship between hos
tile nations. There is a certain stately dignity in the man
ner of Queen Wealhtheow as, in her golden ornaments she
moves among her husband’s guests and greets them with
cordial words which can scarcely be equalled by the most
graceful hostess of the 20th century.
From the characteristics of early English heroes and
heroines there can be traced, down through legend and
myth, many traits of the northern people of today. They
have the same roving, restless disposition, the passion for
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St. Joseph and other monsters projecting their* heads in
to the summer sky; but they loked cold.
A trip over the range via. the Burnt Fork to a peak
beyond Rock creek was found to be necessary, so we left
St. Mary’s and went for Rock creek canyon with a pack
mule. This animal did not approve of our procedure, so
THE SPIRIT OF THE MOUNTAINS A’ND ITS ANTIC8 . he broke loose and left ub during the night, and in the
morning we dolefully returned ovt,r six of our hard won
The soul of Montana is in the mountains, and a large miles to catch him. We went for him with a club although
rugged, honest and beautiful soul it is. From it men may we are not of a revengeful disposition. After gathering
gain new life; and dn its presence American tourists him in we started for our peak, over and up a tedious
might satisfy their cravings for the marvellously grand slope of heavy, broken shale. We persevered for three
hours—it felt like six hours—and finally reached our
without travelling across the sea.
But the stern and glorious mountain regions of this point and did our work. On returning we, of course took
state are little known except to the sturdy trappers and the wrong turn and instead of descending by the rocky
the prospectors, who being silent men drink in the wealth staircase we came up by, we were forced to the alterna
of nature and do not proclaim their pleasure in thedraugh* tives of staying on the mountain all night or tumbling
It was the duty of our party to penetrate into this down the series of little four fpot steps we bad arrived at,
maze of neglected grandeur, and to seek for mountain to the bottom. We were hungry and our provendey was
monarchs most suited to receive the crown of rocks which stored in the valley below, we were thirsty too, and so we
decided after many qualms that a well considered series of
are erected for the purposes of triangulation.
The first point occupied was about eight miles east of jolts to the valley, presented more attractions, than a re
Clinton, the highest peak in the Wallace Mining district. # turn to the bald, blank peak above us. We arrived at the
From here a panorama of all that is magnificent in Mon bottom in a battered condition, but still hungry.
Leaving this vicinity, we proceeded up the Blackfoot
tana may ge seen. In the north the snowy billows of the
Mission mountains roll towards Canada, cut do not hide river, passing by Woodworth and up Shanley creek three
the craggy cliffs of the taller peaks in the Swan range or miles, diverging here, we commenced to ascend a spur of
Kootenais. North and east lies the green valley in which the Rockies, through a jungle of small evergreens. The
Clearwater and Helmville sit isolate, in which the waters day was torrid, and the horse flies, deer flies and mos
of the Blackfoot wanders. From this plain the mighty quitoes gathered from every corner of the continent and
Rockies rear up their stony heights and wall in our pounced upon us. They were absolutely discouraging
views; both east and south their crumpled folds are and reminded us of Dante’s Hades. But we managed
spread, but in the west the spear like peaks of the Bit somehow to endure the charging hordes and finally in a
sweltering and bepestered condition we reached the
ter Roots shoot above them towards the sky.
On every hand, dark gorges broke the mountain slopes ridge. This was the highest point of our trail and from
and wound around the higher peaks; and everywhere un here we could see some of the grandest of Montana scen
dulating forests spread like stony seas, whose white ery. It was near the end of the day and the gorge be
crests were the snow clad peaks and whose breakers neath us was grey with the coming night, but the mount
ain wall, springing from its depths and towering up in
were the cliffs of the Bitter Roots.
The wind was still, and no life was visible, and all was piled up blocks oi shale, was lightly touched by the even
as it might have been ages ago. As in a vision we were ing sun and shone with an ever changing light as the tur
conscious of nothing but the vista surrounding us, and as rets and domes of rock received varied accessions of re
in a dream all was so different from what we had ever flected light from the different areas illumined by the
seen before, that the scene took on an aspect of unrealifL,9 sun as it moves along its path. Soon black shadows arose
and so has remained in our mind as a beautiful phantasy from the gorge and seized upon the shining points of rock,
and clothed the mountain world in mourning.
of an unknown world.
The next day we reached a relic of the Cambrian age,
Our next experience was a journey across the range
from Miller creek to Clinton, and the recollection is a known as Monture Peak. It is a very fine peak but it is
nightmare; we got tangled up in some dense, close under hard to reach and still harder to leave. It is guarded by
growths of young timber and were conpelled to cut our herds of fallen timber, by vicious precipices and nasty
way out with the hatchets which we luckily had attached swamps. Dense timber covers its sides and prickly briar
to our saddles. Then we managed to get on the wrong bushes. We became well acquainted with each of these
ridge and so were perforce obliged to slide down a preci peculiarities during a prolonged chase after, some pack
pice in order to gain the Hellgate river. We until then animals who seemed to have scruples about going near
had no idea what clumsy animals horses are under such such places. - From Monture we advanced through a region of mighty
circumstances. We had to lead ours and they showed a
limestone
cliffs, towards Whitewater Peak, which lies, on
fiendish disposition to get on our backs and so complete
the Deer Lodge and Missoula county line and is a part of
the journey to the bottom.
After our return from this trip a move was made down the Kootenai range. Our path to the top of Whitewater
the Bitter Root via Stevensville. From thi3 village we mountain lay through meadows filled with every variety
ascended St. Mary’s peak. Nothing happened to us on of Montana wild flowers, whose softly vivid colors and
our upward way except getting lost twice and being chew* rugged beauty are more attractive to the eye than any of
ed up by mammoth mosquitoes. These animals disap the sickly patrician flowers cultured in the towns. As we
peared as we approached the top; and well they might, neared the top, we saw on our north, a wide, green valley,
for we were greeted by an arctic welcome in spite of the through which a large stream was flowing; on each side
proximity of July. Snow was here, and a cold wind it was bounded by broken cliffs whose picturesque disor
which had just passed over the snow fields of the Idaho der accentuated the beautiful, forest bounded plain below
Clearwater country. We could see from this point Lo Lo, us. As we looked down on its vista of virgin meadow and

the sea, and for an adventurous life, the belief in an un
bending fate which, watches over men and finally brings
them rest, the strong hearts, and the grandeur, the se
verity, the simplicity of soul which raises them high
among men.
PEARL SCOTT.
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forest, we almost regretted that such a rare valley should
ever be defiled by the handiwork of man, even tho’ en
gaged In his incessant struggle to furnish sustenance for
the multiplying populations of the earth.
On our way to Scape Goat peak, we rested for the night
on the sharp ridge of the continental divide, near a great
snow bank. Our rest was somewhat interrupted by cold
chills wandering over us every now and then, which kept
us wishing that July was warmer in the mountains.
The next morning we started down the Atlantic slope.
During the day as we were climbing a small divide, we
fond our trail blocked by great heaps of fallen timber. We
advanced into the mess a little distance, but it soon be
came apparent that a century would be required to pene
trate to the other side; so we turned down the hill again,
in a direction which promised easier going, but we soon
discovered that we had “jumped from the frying pan into
the fire.” We were on a steep hill side and had in de
scending found it comparatively easy to force the pack
train over the logs which lay on the track, but as we ad
vanced into the jungle, it was forced on our minds that
it would be well to return and seek a better way. This
was an excellent scheme but it was impossible to carry
out, since the animals could not return up hill over the
logs which were easy to surmount on the downward way.
We were now imprisoned in a chaos of tangled timber
and wiry brush; 3 pack animals (we are not sure about
this) were on their backs and helplessly waved their
hoofs in the air, the other six were disheartened and
large tears coursed down their solemn noses. Our state
of mind, it would be best not to describe. It was soon ev
ident that if we did not cut our way out we should be
compelled to stay there indefinitely; so with unspeakable
thoughts we set about the work and succeeded in cutting
through to a more open spot before dark. Eventually we
arrived near the foot of the peak, and as we approached
it, we saw three bears moving across the limestone floor
at the fot of te peak. We regretted that they did not stay
to welcome us, for they had fine hides. Soon we reached
the amphitheatre "which lay at the foot of our peak. It
was a limestone tableland hemmed in by great cliffs. Un
der its surface were vast caverns and galleries which ex
tended far down into the earth. Three of these we inves
tigated, but we could not penetrate far on account of our
limitd equipment. At this place we saw goats for the
first time, and they together with two of our hunters fur
nished a comedy. We saw two goats on one side of the
cliffy hills above us, and two of our men went for them
with rifles, we watched them as they murderously crawled
towards the goats; we saw them stop and shoot, and ob
served them eagerly rush for the prey which they thought
they had wounded to death, since the animals moved away
so slowly, but as they got nearer, the goats gave a few
leaps and disappeared from their view although not from
ours. We then saw our comrades patiently tracking the
goats while the goats fifty feet over their beads were
slowly moving around to the terrace on which our men
were and coming up behind them. The hunters finally
tracked the goats to the point where they had stood above
them; while the goats at nearly the same instant stood
directly underneath. The darkness settling down caused
the hunted hunters to return to camp, where they were
warmly complimented on their Indian like tactics.
A few days later we left for Steamboat mountain or
Dearbourne peak, by a trail which lay for a little way
along a shelf of a perpendicular cliff. We quaked all the
time we were on it, and were glad that we were not com*

pelled to descend from it as rapidly as did one of our
horses.
After a number of minor trials, such as getting mired
and mixed up in a thick growth of brush we reached our
peak from which we could see Augusta.
Leaving this peak we diverged toward the plains and
replenished our stores, following which we moved gradual
ly toward the unexplored regions lying between the Great
Divide and the Mission range.
THE LEGEND OF BLACK HAWK.

The Wisconsin river is noted for its beautiful scenery,
-but nowhere is it more picturesque than in the Dalis near
Kilbourn City. Here the river has cut into the rocks mak
ing many curious formations. In one place the channel
is barely fifty feet wide and the river, sweeping down from
the north, turns a sharp angle and is driven like a wedge
between the perpenducular rocks, dashing its foam upward
to a great height. At this point, known as the narrows,
the river is of unfathomed depth, and in the years that are
gone when the red men were undisputed owners of the
land, a frail bridge spanned the narrow chasm. Just below
the western end of the bridge, in the face of the cliff is
the opening of a cave concerning which the Indians have a
beautiful legend.
Spotted Horse chief of the Foxes had two sons, Black
Hawk and Cut Nose. Thtey both loved Gray Swan, whose
father was chief of the Sacs.
Cut Nose, who was of a wild and passionate nature
was filled with Jealousy and would give the maiden no
peace, until from very fear she had promised to marry
him. Black Hawk, more gentle and quiet, was deeply
grieved but bore his trouble as become an Indian brave.
Preparations were made for the marriage feast but on the
morning of the wedding day Gray Swan was found dead
in her father’s wigwam. Led by Cut Nose the infuriated
tribes believed Black Hawk to be her murderer and he
was forced to flee to escape death at their hands. Through
the depths of the forest they pursued him to the river’s
brink. Thfey saw him crossing the bridge of branches
but when they reached the spot they could find no trace
of him. Long and earnestly they searched but without suc
cess. At last, awed and fearful, they returned to their
tents thinking it must have been a spirit they had fol
lowed.
A few weeks later Cut Nose on his dying bed confessed
that he himself had killed Gray Swan because she had at
the last refused to marry him saying she liked Black Hawk
better.Bitter was the sorrow of the aged father and groat
was the humiliation and grief of the tribe. But alas, too
late was their repentance, for they could find no trace of
Black Hawk and believed that he too was gone.
But Black Hawk was not dead. When .he disappeared
from his enemies’ sight he swung himself down under the
bridge and entered the mouth of the cave whose existence
was unknown to the others. This cave extended fbr into
the mountain side, and beneath the lodges of the tribe.
It contained many chambers and into some of these the
sun shone. Here berries were found and in the stream
which flowed through them, fish abounded. Here he lived
for many years, alone, save for the presence of the wild
birds who came to know and love him and the spirit of
Gray Swan who sometimes appeared to comfort him in
his solitude and whisper hope of a future life together in
the Happy Hunting Grounds. Sometimes he crept out of
this hiding place at night and stealing through the forest
approached the camp of his people. Then his heart was
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filled with bitterness and grief, and he was almost deter
mined to go to his father and tell him of his brother's
guilt and his own innocence. But when he remembered
that this would cause the death of his brother, he turned
way and with a sad heart entered the forest again—a vol
untary exile (unconscious that his brother was already
dead.)
After many years he discovered an opening in his cave
near the camping ground of his tribe.
As he lay near this opening one day secretly watching
the movements about the camp, he heard the crying of
women in the hut of the chief and knew bythisthathis
father was dying. Porgeting all danger and impelled by a
great desire to look once more upon his father’s face and
receive 'his parting blessing, he tore the earth aside with
frantic haste, and succeeded in making the opening large
enough to allow his body to pass. He strode into the
midst of the camp, an utter stranger, and passing unchal
lenged through the astonished crowd that surrounded the
wigwam of the chief, he lifted the furry curtain and enter
ed. Bending tenderly over the old man’s pallet, he was
pleased to see in his eyes the smile of recognition and love
and knew that his innocence was already established.
When the old chief passed away the tribe were glad to do
Black Hawk honor and begged him to forgive the past and
take his father’s place.
Long and well he ruled them and the pale faces who
came to steal away their lands had good cause to remem
ber him. Old and worn with battle he was forced to sur
render at last and see his lands divided amongst the
whites. With sad heart he turned his face toward the set
ting sun and led his tribe to their new home beyond the
Father of Waters. A few years he mourned for his lost
greatness and then his proud spirit passed to the Happy
Hunting Grounds where the Indians -vay he shall roam for
ever with his long lost love, while her murderer is doomed
to remain in sight of their happiness.
Few and scattered now are the remnants of his tribe,
yet they still cherish his memory and hear in the ghostly
murmurs of the cavern the voices of Gray Swan and her
lover.
RIFF RAFF.

The profundity of cerebral irritation, caused by the
first question of this series has stimulated the intellectual
life of the U. of M. and the editors are congratulating
themselves accordingly, on the happy thought which
brought about this revelation of the genius which lies be
neath the impenetrable modesty of the average U. of M.
student.
The following question was viewed by many to whom*it
was submitted, with suspicion. We were told that an an
swer to such a question would embarass them very much.
We inferred from this remark that our fellow students ob
jected principally to putting themselves on record as Tteing egotistical; since their answer to our request implied
that they could not answer the question submitted to
them without a confession of their self conscious conceit.
It is apparent from the replies given, that the. question
can be. answered without such a.confession sometimes.. ;
Mr. H. A. G. was interviewed but declined to study the
question, since he felt mentally unequal to the task, while
burdened with the throbbing thoughts which/ the complex
ities of his thesis have evolved.
The question which has caused the disturbance men
tioned Is:—

“Why cannot the world do without you?”
“Because there would be only eight seniors this year
instead of nine, if I were not here.” We cannot comment
on this most logical of replies without reflecting on the
senior class as a whole.
N. B.—We accept all challenges to single combat.
“Because in my absence the world would lose a jester
and therefore several laughs.” S. W. This gentleman might
Have added “and also a U. of M. yeller of the most effi
cient lung power.” for he is a yeller and an exciter of
yells.
“I don't know.—W.
This reply is the most philosophical answer yet given
to the question. The student seems to have a belief that
he is an essential appendage to the earth; but is doubt
ful as to how his merit makes him so.
The following replies were obtained indirectly, some of
tHem, in fact, by a feat of mind reading.
E. W.—“Because the world needs original thought.”
We are glad that Mr. W. is conscious of his position
among the intelectual lights of the century.
?—“Because the “only journal” has yet to be edited.”—
We cannot comment on this without fear of annihilation.
G. C. W.—“Because there are too few people who are
brutally sincere.”—Thi* gentleman’s manners might be
improved by a little insincerety. Let him remember that
courtesy is an unobstrusive and kindly insincere tolerance
of the foibles of others.
The following was a reply given verbally to our ques
tion by—M—. It is so modest, and does much honor to the
common or uncommon sense of its author. “Because the
world is in need of fools.” P. R., (we mean M)is evidently
one the world really could not do without, for he is one,
in that advanced stage of evolution, where lack of egotism
begins to eradicate selfishness.
B. S.—“Because those of the feminine persuasion, and
therefore the world, need escorts whose light and facile
tongues wag in unison with the thoughts flitting through
their gentle minds.”
We enthusiastically agree with Mr. S., also we envy
him. We have tried it ourselves, but did not seem to be
en regie.
S. L.—“Because the world needs me to unveil its se
crets.” We believe that those secrets will be yielded, be
cause the curiosity of this daughter of Eve is united to a
most persuasive character.
J. P. R.—“Because in Butte there is one the world could
not possibly do without, and to h— I am attached.”
Ahem, we will say nothing to this, it is such a logical
chain of reasoning and is beyond us.
L. H.—“Because the world needs animal spirits.”
We cannot define “animal spirits” but infer from sev
eral observations taken on this specimen, that the term
implies a sort of ethereal friskiness or an unbridled an
ticabillty.
Four timid freshmen, shaky at the knee,
A teacher loked at one, and then there were but three.
Three weary sophomores, all gloomy and blue
One of them flunked, and then there were but two.
Two hoping juniors, who tried to have some fun,
One of them got “canned’ and then there was but one.
One lonely senior, when school was almost done,
He got graduated, and then there was—none.
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Long windedness, they say, leads to the senatorial
road.
Miss Kathryne Wilson made a-visit to Helena for a few
days.
Tennis players and croquet cranks wax enthusiastic
nowadays.
Miss Reiley was absent several days owing to slight
attack of the grip.
In the student’s mind, J. Dixon is ‘‘all right,” and so are
Worden and Higgins.
Hurrah for the bill, hurrah for Dixon, hurrah for the
governor! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Dr. Craig spent a few days in Helena recently attend
ing to some business affairs.
The tennis courts are being put in good shape, and will
be far better than they were last year.
The audience which attended the musical recital was
very large and the programme was thoroughly enjoyed.
Mr. Westby has received a very good position but the
duties required of him and the time of executing them, is
a secret.
Prof. Rowe visited Hamilton and was delayed a day on
account of the velocityof the train. His pupils were truly
sorry to find him absent from his class rooms.
The ”125 most common rocks and minerals” which the
geology cla's have been learning about for two months
have arrived at last. “For a matter of fact,” they have!
Johnnie: Say, Maudie, why does the little fly fly?
Maudie: Don’t know, why?
Johnnie: ’Cause the little spider spied her.

The fort ball boys organized a base ball nine and chal
lenged the ’Varsity nine to a game on March 23. The
game came off and was inten ely exciting, the score be
ing 10 to 8 in favor of the fort ball nine. The ’Varsity
nine has returned the challenge.
The editors of the Kaimin went to have their pictures
taken the other day. It seems that genius is not always
co-incident with beauty, the result was not pleasing. 'Tis
said that the august body offered nine dollars for six pic
tures, and after seeing the proofs offered the photographer
twice that sum to destroy the plates. The editors are gen
erous and profitable customers.
Lab. Rules: 1. No debris should be left on the desks.
2. Candy is not allowed in the lab., and any one finding
such, should remove it at once. 3. Combinations on desks,
or otherwise, are not to be tampered with, or broken up.
4. Conversations heard herein are not to be repeated. 5.
Paraffin is for strengthening jaw* and is to be used for
nothing else. 6. French books and the studying of such
are not allowed in the lab.

Recently Miss Ronan slipped on the cement walk in
juring herself so severely that Miss Mills and Miss Ran
kin were compelled to
Pick her up tenderly,
Lift her with care,
Fashioned so slenderly,
Young and so fair.
and carry her up the stairs. Miss Rankin carried her
head and Miss Mills her feet. Whose was the heavier load?
A DREAM—THAT’S ALL.

Last night I had a strange, strange dream,
I'll tell what me befell;—
Alas!—things are not what they seem,—
I dreamed I went to Hell!
The Devil met me at the gate,
And gently pressed a bell;
Before me there were wonders great.
I thought, “Can this be Hell?”

Those who “swipe” lunches should take care to re
move all traces which might lead to their discovery. This
is a warning, dictum sapenti satis est.

The streets were lined with fairest flowers
And paved with softest shell;
On every side were lovers’ bowers,
I thought, “Can this be Hell?”

One of the young ladies of the University, who is emu
lating Carrie Nation, endeavored to smash a jar contain
ing an alcoholic specimen, but she jarred a case of fossils
instead and broke it all to pieces.

Unto the Devil then I cried,—
“Old man, I pray you t 'll
Where are the girls, for them I sigh,
In this most glorious Hell!”

Little grains of powder,
Little drops of paint
Make a lady’s freckles
Look as if they ain’t.
Miss Sue Lewis, accompanied by Proffessor Rowe and
Harkins searched the hills last Saturday for volcanic ash.
They discovered many extinct volcanoes, and brought
back in triumph a fossilized (B) lizzard found In the lake
bed deposits of Archaean strata.

“Alas,” said he, ‘“I greatly fear
This place you’ll think a sell;
The girls are not allowed in here.”
I moaned, “Well this is Hell!”
—Roman Lecut.
One of the brightest things which has yet appeared in
the columns of our exchanges in the way of an original
composition, is to be found in the February number of The
Student” of the University of North Dakota. It is a short
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dramatic production entitled a “Vacation Tragedy." The
conception is clever, the wording smooth, and the metre is
even. The unsigned author deserves much credit.
The January issue of the University of Arizona Monthly
was an unusually well gotten up number. The description
and illustrations of “Mato Teepe or Devil’s Tower," a won
derful basaltic formation in Wyoming, are very interest
ing. We note that among the members of its staff the
Monthly has a photographer and to his contributions the
attractiveness of the issue was largely due.

[Exchanges.
A lawyer asked a Quaker, "What is the difference be
tween also and likewise?" He replied, "Daniel Webster
was a great lawyer and you are a lawyer also, but not like
wise.”—Ex.
The literary portion of the March number of the Stu
dent of the University of North Dakota was unusually
well prepared. The productions were apparently original
and were spicy and interesting. Read it and see.
The exchanges will be kept on file in the library here
after and will be accessible to all desiring to see them.
All students should peruse these publications of outside
colleges, as through them we learn what is transpiring
among other student bodies and gain hints and inspira
tion in many ways from suggestions therein contained.
We wish to pass a word of favorable comment up to
the February number of the University of Oregon
Monthly.
Student: What’s leather, Professor,—a tannide?
Professor: No, must be an oxide.
—Ex.
We gather from exchanges that several neighboring
colleges are rejoicing over the generous treatment accord
ed them by the legislatures of their respective states in
the matter of appropriations and consequent enthusiasm
We think that the University of Montana occupies a posi
tion in the procession immediately following the band.
Prof. Giddens: "Mr. Frazer, tell me the name of the
tropical belt north of the equator."
Frazer: “Can’t sir."
Professor: “Correct; that will do.”
—E/0
Y. M. C. A.

At a recent meeting of the Y. M. C. A. officers were
elected for the coming year. Those chosen were, Presi
dent, Ben Stewart; Vice President, Geo. Greenwood; Sec
retary, Walter Hay; Treasurer, Wm. Manson.
The attendance at the bible study meetings of late,
though fair, has not been as large as it should. From now
to the end of the year every man should make a point to
be present on Tuesday evenings. The meetings begin
promptly at 7 o’clock, and are dismissed as promptly at 8.
Mr. Hays promises that the meetings from now on will
be especially interesting and urges that all who can should
attend.
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